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The recognition of body motion requires the temporal
integration information over time. This integration likely
is achieved by dynamic neural networks, which are com-
posed from neurons that are selective for form and optic
flow patterns [1]. Physiological evidence also indicates
that many action-selective visual neurons are view-
dependent, so that such representations likely represent
not only the time structure of actions, but also the sti-
mulus view. The dynamic and self-organization proper-
ties of such representations have rarely been studied.
We propose a neurodynamical model for the visual
encoding of actions that is based on a two-dimensional
neural field with the defining equations
τuu˙(ϕ, θ , t) = −u(ϕ, θ , t) + w(ϕ, θ) ∗ [u(ϕ, θ , t)]+ + s(ϕ, θ , t) − αa(ϕ, θ , t) + ξ(ϕ, θ , t)
τaa˙(ϕ, θ , t) = −a(ϕ, θ , t) + [u(ϕ, θ , t)]+
u specifies the membrane potential and a the adaptation
state. The recurrent interaction kernel w is symmetric
with respect to the origin in ø-direction and asymmetric
in ξ-direction, with an additional strong inhibitory compo-
nent. The spatial convolution * is periodic. The stimulus
signal s models an (idealized) activity distribution of
shape- (or optic flow-) selective neurons that are maxi-
mally responding to stimulus frame θ and view angle ø of
an ongoing action stimulus. The noise variable ξ is defined
by a Gaussian process whose kernel was fitted in order to
reproduce coarsely the correlation statistics, dependent on
the tuning similarity of the neurons. Time scales and
adaptation strength are specified by the positive constants
τu, τvand a. The first equation defines a dynamic neural
field that stabilizes a stimulus-locked travelling peak solu-
tion in ξ-direction, and a winner-takes-all competition in
ø-direction. The second equation specifies a simple adap-
tation process.
Results
The model accounts simultaneously for a variety of
dynamic properties of visual action-selective neurons
and visual body motion perception: a) Temporal
sequence selectivity, as observed in the STS and area F5
(e.g. [2]). b) Bistable perception of biological motion
with spontaneous perceptual switching between multiple
perceived heading directions from walker silhouettes [3].
The model allows to investigate the roles of adaptation
and noise in such perceptual switching. c) Prediction of
a bifurcation between a single stable and two competing
travelling pulse solutions dependent on the view angle
of the stimulus. d) The comparison of adaptation for
static and dynamic adaptator stimuli provides possible
explanation for the observed lack of adaptation in
action-selective neurons (e.g. [4]). The adaptation char-
acteristics reproduces the behavior of neurons in area
IT (’input fatigue model’) [5].
Conclusions
The new model provides a basis for the quantitative study
of dynamic and self-organization phenomena in action
perception. Simplicity of the model makes it accessible for
mathematical analysis, e.g. of bifurcations.
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